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The Design of Secondary Schools
1981

monograph a case study on experience in singapore on the design of secondary schools most
of which are multiple shift schools includes a review of the curriculum and explains how this
has been translated into space requirements building layout and site layout illustrations show
the layout of science laboratories home economics laboratories workshops craft rooms
resource centres canteens and sports facilities the report concludes with a chapter on
construcion costs abstract

Secondary School Education in Ireland
2015-10-12

adopting a life story approach this book explores the memories of those who attended irish
secondary schools prior to 1967 it serves to initiate and enhance the practice of remembering
secondary school education amongst those who attended secondary schools not just in
ireland but around the world

Europe at School
2018-05-08

originally published in 1977 this is a lively account of the day to day running of european
schools based in five countries france west germany italy spain and portugal it outlines the
organisation of education in these countries and examines aspects of curriculum teaching
methods examinations attitudes of teachers and pupils buildings equipment out of school
activities pastoral care discipline and rules and depicts what it is like to be a pupil or teacher
in a european school the schools discussed are mainly primary and lower secondary grades
the basic compulsory education of each country details of working hours programmes and
curricula which are notably often government controlled are given in appendices but the
author stresses that his aim throughout has been to show how individual schools work and
adopt these rules to their own situation he discusses the relative advantages and drawbacks
of different educational systems and draws his own conclusions about the favourable
impressions he gained from many schools and the awful warning he saw in a few this survey
throws as much light on schools at home as on those in europe and suggests that we have a
good deal to learn from our neighbours

Secondary Schools in a Changing Society
1975

research and writing on secondary education is often a specialised treatment of isolated
themes this reader draws together the most significant work of recent years across a whole
range of themes to give students and new teachers an overview of some of the most
important issues and challenges that faced secondary teachers in the 1990s it looks at the
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central players the children and the teachers at the classrooms in which they work together
at the curriculum both implicit and overt and at the wider community and political context of
secondary education divided into sections to allow easy access to material of interest the
book covers learners teachers classrooms curriculum schools throughout the reader
addresses the crucial issues of effectiveness quality and achievement and how these will
influence the work of the secondary teacher in the coming years

Fifteen Thousand Hours
1979

this edited book is a comprehensive resource for understanding the history as well as the
current status of educational practices in singapore it is a one stop reference guide to
education and educational issues concerns here there are three sections part 1 provides a
sectorial overview of how education has been organized in this country such as preschool
special needs primary and secondary and adult education divisions in part 2 contributors
critically delve into issues and policies that are pertinent to understanding education here
such as underachievement leadership language education assessment and meritocracy to
question what part 1 might have taken for granted part 3 contains the largest number of
contributors because it offers a scholarly examination into specific subject histories this
section stands out because of the comparative rarity of its subject matter history of physical
education art music geography education etc in singapore

Teaching and Learning in the Secondary School
1994

transfer from primary to secondary school is one of the most significant and difficult steps in
a child s life this educational transition coincides with physical and emotional changes as well
as significant rewiring within the brain evidence suggests that this time is one of both
profound anxiety and optimistic expectation such strong feelings and daunting changes
inevitably affect children s emotional well being and sense of self successful transition is
crucial to a child s secondary school career pupils who fail to settle are more likely to become
alienated and disruptive and suffer the well known academic dip moving to secondary school
helps teachers to understand and ease children s anxieties and to focus on the positive the
book tackles worries about organizational aspects of secondary school life such as school size
timetable and workload and personal concerns about making friends being bullied and
getting on with teachers it also considers how teaching differs between primary and
secondary and how special programmes can offer continuity in students learning while
allowing for the discontinuity that signals children becoming more grown up working from
careful background research and case studies the book suggests short activities and longer
term programmes including otaster day and fun day visits to secondary schoolsoteacher
exchanges between primary and secondary schoolsospecial parents eveningsosummer
holiday projects and induction activitiesoutilizing peer mentorsocreative writing role play
discussion and gamesotransition passports and diariesolearning style and multiple
intelligence profilesothinking skills activities for inductionoexercises to promote self
confidence and improve social skills
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Directory of Public Elementary and Secondary Schools
in Selected Districts
1968

on cover collection education on title page a secondary education for europe

Education in Singapore
2022-04-06

combining background information with suggestions for practical application this title
provides essential support for student teachers throughout their training and teaching
experience

The Characteristics of Effective Secondary Schools in
Jordan
1991

first published in 2000 the skills required to be an effective middle manager in a secondary
school are many and varied but people management skills lie at the heart of getting the best
out of both teachers and pupils motivating people and building a collaborative team ethos are
at the core of effective management this book is about how middle managers can contribute
to raising the quality of education in their schools through proficient team leadership

Moral Education in the Secondary School
1972

case study observations and analyses of learning styles in u s secondary schools comprise the
crux of this monograph the text provides testimony to the accomplishments of schools
actually integrating differentiated learning styles into their diverse educational programs and
concomitant coursework with the notion that learning style provides important insights into
the ways individual students process information this research documents the
implementation of learning styles successfully in 12 schools the schools are of many varieties
public and private including parochial and nonsectarian rural suburban and urban schools
both large and small an alternative program and a university affiliated laboratory school in
addition to the 12 case studies learning styles are defined and effective leadership and
management strategies facilitating learning styles applications are diagnosed a reference list
of 8 pages and an annotated bibliography of 21 items are included jam

Secondary School Administration and Principalship
2003
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continuing on from the previously published primary school english language education in
asia from policy to practice moon spolsky 2012 this book compiles the proceedings which
took place at the 2011 annual conference of asiatefl which took place in seoul korea it
surveys the current status practices challenges and future directions of secondary english
education in 11 diverse countries in israel japan korea singapore bangladesh india indonesia
malaysia pakistan vietnam and china given the importance of secondary english education as
the central feature for continuing development of target language and culture in english
language teaching in asia each contributed chapter includes key policies theories and
practices related to the development and implementation of country specific curricular and
instructional programs in secondary english educational contexts in these countries
secondary school english education in asia from policy to practice critically analyses both
sides of the english language debate from advantages to complications in its chapters
including educating for the 21st century the singapore experience miles to go secondary level
english language education in india english language education innovation for the vietnamese
secondary school the project 2020 exploring the value of elt as a secondary school subject in
china a multi goal model for english curriculum secondary school english education in asia
will appeal to english language teaching elt researchers teacher educators trainee teachers
and teachers primarily those teaching in asia

Secondary Education in Germany, France, England and
Denmark
1930

new edition of this essential text for secondary teacher trainees covering all the key issues
for learning and teaching in secondary schools linked to the new teachers standards

Moving to Secondary School
2005

an invaluable practical workbook for physical education student teachers as they develop
their practice in the secondary school activities in each chapter provide a toolkit to help
student pe teachers to analyse their learning and performance

Design Guide for Secondary Schools in Asia
1977

the series entitled guide to secondary education in europe is developed as part of the project
a secondary education in europe the aim of this series is to give the public not only
systematic coherent information on the educational systems traditions in all signatory states
to the european cultural convention but also to outline the essential problems these systems
are facing at the present time
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The Search for Successful Secondary Schools
1988

the series entitled guide to secondary education in europe is developed as part of the project
a secondary education in europe the aim of this series is to give the public not only
systematic coherent information on the educational systems traditions in all signatory states
to the european cultural convention but also to outline the essential problems these systems
are facing at the present time

Education in France
1963

the only guide of its kind offering a snapshot profile of every public school district in the
united states serving 1 500 or more students more than 5 900 districts are covered organized
alphabetically by district within state each chapter begins with a two page statistical
overview of the state next each district listing includes contact information name address
phone number and web site plus grades served the numbers of students and teachers and the
number of regular special education alternative and vocational schools in the district along
with statistics on student classroom teacher ratios drop out rates ethnicity the numbers of
librarians and guidance counselors and district expenditures per student plus unlike any
other resource the comparative guide to american elementary secondary schools provides
important ranking tables both by state and nationally for each data element these important
tables allow the user to quickly find out how a district compares with other districts on
several different elements for easy navigation through this wealth of information this
handbook contains a useful city index that lists all districts that operate schools within a city
these important comparative statistics are necessary for anyone considering relocation or
doing comparative research on their own district and would be a perfect acquisition for any
public library or school district library

Accredited Secondary Schools in the United States
1925

this book provides useful insights into quality issues in secondary education in india and
addresses the important questions of why there is need to improve the quality of education
how one can measure the quality of education and the ways to improve quality the analysis in
this book is conceptually designed at three levels national level performance and linkages
state level progress disparities and linkages and determinants of quality education at school
level for measuring students learning outcomes and efficient teaching practices the authors
have used both quantitative and qualitative methods to probe into the various issues related
to the quality of secondary education at micro and macro levels this book provides a
methodological framework to scholars attempting to measure and evaluate the quality of
secondary education under various settings it provides interesting insights into the
identification of factors determining quality outcomes the chapters discuss issues related to
quality concepts research methodologies comparative analysis key challenges socio economic
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linkages of secondary education quality of education from students and teachers perspectives
quality measurement and policy suggestions this is a valuable resource for researchers and
students in the area of economics of education education planning and administration
development studies and economics this book is also useful for educational administrators
and policy makers

Secondary Education in Other Lands
1956

the series entitled guide to secondary education in europe is developed as part of the project
a secondary education in europe the aim of this series is to give the public not only
systematic coherent information on the educational systems traditions in all signatory states
to the european cultural convention but also to outline the essential problems these systems
are facing at the present time

Secondary Education in Denmark
1995

this book explores the skills roles and knowledge needed to become a secondary school
teacher

Learning to Teach Physical Education in the Secondary
School
2010-09-13

a broad survey of secondary schools their historical origins and present day goals intentions
and practices in educating adolescents

Health Education in Secondary Schools
1968

first published in 1988 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

The Art of Middle Management in Secondary Schools
2013-12-19

Secondary Schools for All?
1987
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Business Education in Secondary Schools
1919

Learning Styles
1988

Secondary School English Education in Asia
2015-03-27

Learning and Teaching in Secondary Schools
2013-04-17

Commercial Education in Secondary Schools
1922

A Practical Guide to Teaching Physical Education in the
Secondary School
2006-09-27

Secondary Education in Slovenia
1995-01-01

Personal and Social Education in Secondary Schools
1983

Secondary Education in Poland
1996-01-01
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Comparative Guide to American Elementary and
Secondary Schools
2009

Quality of Secondary Education in India
2017-09-27

Standards for Secondary School Libraries
1971

Secondary Education in the Netherlands
1995

Becoming a Secondary School Teacher
2013

Secondary Schools
2003

Directory of Elementary and Secondary School Districts,
and Schools in Selected School Districts
1976

Underachievers in Secondary School
1988
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